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Learning 
Targets

Participants will:

•correlate DOK to CCSS Mathematical 
Practices

•consider ways to lift DOK 1  DOK 2 
 DOK 3 through task selection, 
worksheet adaptation, questioning 
and discourse

•link to everyday math instruction
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Understand 
Depth of 
Knowledge

Go to Menti.com

Code:  70 46 87

List your responses to these two 
questions as a word or short phrase:

◦What do you know about 
DOK/cognitive rigor?

◦How do you increase rigor in your 
math classroom?
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What is DOK?

Is it this?
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What is DOK?

DOK-1 – Recall & Reproduction - Recall a fact, term, principle, concept; perform a routine procedure –
measure, calculate, apply rule (e.g., Problems that provide practice - “Doing the drills”)

DOK-2 - Basic Application of Skills/Concepts - Use of information, conceptual knowledge, select 
appropriate procedures for a task, two or more steps with decision points along the way, routine 
problems applying 2+ concepts, organize/display data, interpret/use simple graphs; categorize data; 
extend patterns (e.g., Word Problems) 

DOK-3 - Strategic Thinking - Requires reasoning, developing a plan or sequence of steps to approach 
problem; requires some decision making and justification; abstract, complex, or non-routine; often 
more than one possible answer or approach (e.g., Performance Tasks; “playing the game”) 

DOK-4 - Extended Thinking – Design & conduct an original investigation; requires more time to 
research, problem solve, and process and collect evidence across multiple conditions (real world); non-
routine manipulations, across disciplines/content areas/multiple sources (e.g., Projects)
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What is DOK?                              

Use Hess’ 
Cognitive 
Rigor Matrix 
instead

QR code
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Why does DOK matter?

•complexity matters

•depth of understanding matters

•transfer matters
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7 Misconceptions
1. All kids can't do this; or kids don't need scaffolding to get "up" there.

2. Webb’s DOK model is a taxonomy

3. Bloom verbs & levels = Webb DOK

4. DOK is about difficulty.

5. All DOK levels can be assessed with a multiple choice question

6. Higher order thinking = deeper learning

7. Multi-step or longer tasks, multiple texts, or complex texts always 
means deeper thinking
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Roles of Teacher and Student

TEACHER/FACILITATOR

1.Build conceptual understanding, 
schemas

2.Probe for reasoning

3.Provide tasks requiring analysis of 
evidence

4.Strategically scaffold to advance 
thinking

5.Allow for reflection and 
“processing” time

STUDENT

1.Conceptual discourse (if-then; alike-
different)

2.No canned answers

3.Persevere when challenged; seek 
alternatives

4.Generate deeper questions

5.Listen, probe, & respectfully 
challenge others with evidence
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Correlation of 
DOK to 
Mathematical 
Practices
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Ways to lift 
DOK 1  DOK 2 
DOK 2  DOK 3

in everyday 
lessons

How do you increase rigor in 
your math classroom?
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Marzano: Essentials for 
Achieving Rigor

Marzano, R. and Toth, M. (March 2014) “Teaching for Rigor: A Call for a Critical Instructional Shift”, 
white paper, retrieved 11.28.16 from http://www.marzanocenter.com/files/Teaching-for-Rigor-
20140318.pdf

Questioning

Complex Tasks

Teacher behavior

“The Marzano Center Essentials 
for Achieving Rigor model 
includes 13 strategies. Considered 
and implemented as a set, these 
strategies represent a dramatic 
shift from traditional classroom 
pedagogy and align directly with 
the goals of college and career 
readiness standards.”
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Teacher behavior

INSTEAD OF…

•Spend a lot of time talking 
during teaching

•Focus on the activity

•Teach explicitly all the time

•Jump in quickly to assist

•Provide yes/no, right/wrong 
questions and tasks

TRY…

•Let students do the work                         
and the talk

•Focus on the mental processing 
required for students

•Try an inquiry lesson

•Be less helpful

•Promote stamina and 
perseverance
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Questioning
INSTEAD OF…

•Ask most of the questions

•Move at fast pace

•Provide hints

•Being surprised by student 
responses

TRY…

•Students generate questions 
(Question Formulation 
Technique)

•Provide wait time

•Give non-specific hints and 
general strategies (link to 
MPs)

•Anticipate student solutions

QFT based on work of Rothstein/Santana, Make Just One Change 
and the work of the Right Question Institute 16



Questioning: Funneling or Focusing?

Hattie, J. (2017) Visible Learning for Mathematics K-12, p 92

• Questions that “funnel”  to one answer or step in the 
processes

• Questions that “focus”  are more open-ended and lead to 
discourse; What do you notice? How would you describe…? 
Where could we start?
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Questioning: Examples
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Questioning

Video: Listen to student and teacher talk.

What DOK are the teacher’s questions?
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Questioning Activity

QUESTION/STATEMENT DOK

Tell me what you notice here.

So, which one is greater?

Why is 66 greater?

So, what matters? Do the ones matter when we’re looking at this?

Now you two have to flip again. Who gets all these cards? 

Why? Why is 82 more than 34?
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Questioning Activity

QUESTION/STATEMENT DOK

Tell me what you notice here. 2

So, which one is greater? 1

Why is 66 greater? 3

So, what matters? Do the ones matter when we’re looking at this? 3

Now you two have to flip again. Who gets all these cards? 1

Why? Why is 82 more than 34? 3
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Tasks: Task Predicts Performance

“What predicts performance is what students are actually 
doing… the instructional task is the actual work that students 
are asked to do during the process of instruction...” ~City, Elmore 
et al.

City, E. , Elmore, R., Fiarman, S., Teitel, L. (2009)  Instructional Rounds in Education.

student engagement with 
tasks that demand active 

struggle to find the 
connections and apply 
mathematical practices
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Does this look familiar?
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Tasks: Modify

INSTEAD OF…

•Use worksheets and tasks in 
original form most of the 
time

•Use closed tasks

•Focus on small skills

•Look for right/wrong

TRY…

•Add a layer, generalize,          
flip the known/unknown, ask        
to defend thinking

•Introduce ambiguity by providing 
incomplete info and inviting 
student questions

•Link to other domains

•Offer a worked example: Is it 
correct or not? Explain.
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Tasks: Examples
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Tasks: Re-Sequence 

INSTEAD OF…

•Begin concepts with literal, 
factual knowledge (DOK 1)

TRY…

•Launch with an inquiry or 
challenging problem (DOK 2 or 3)

•Lead with a visual (photo, video, 
graph, data) and time to think

•Lead with a worked example 
(correct or erroneous) and time 
to make sense of it
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Task Activity

•Here’s a task and how we modified it
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Task Activity

•Here’s a task and how we modified it
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Task Activity

•You try it!:
Think of a task you’ve asked your students to work on 
recently OR Choose a Task (Tasks A-F provided)

Work together at your table to lift the DOK

How could you revise or reframe the tasks to require a 
higher level of cognitive demand?

Share out, chart it, gallery walk…
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Implications for Teachers

•Consider task selection

•Plan for questioning
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Implications for Coaches
•Coach into task selection through collaborative planning 
for authentic rich tasks…

•Coach questioning skills through planning, scripting, 
tagging to DOK, shifting, whispering in…

•Coach into discourse through video, prompt cards, 
sentence stems…
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Implications for Administrators
•In evaluation - CCT…domain 2 and domain 3

•In standardized testing - SBAC…considers DOK 
on question stems

•Hess Walk-Through Tool
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Reflection

•How can you lift the DOK of your tasks?

•What question stems speak to you? Why?

•What will you go back and quickly implement in 
your classroom or school?

•What ideas will you share with your colleagues?

•What new questions or thoughts do you have?
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